Beauty Tip: Instagram-Worthy
Fall Hairstyles

B
y Hope Ankney
It’s Fall. The leaves are falling off the trees. The air is
dropping in temperature. The smell of the horizon has
officially shifted to burning firewood and… somehow… cinnamon?
And Thanksgiving is right around the corner. The changing
seasons can inspire a personal change in your own appearance
as well, and what better way to do that than with one of the
easiest and refreshing beauty switch-ups: Hairstyles!

Changing up your hair this Fall
will definitely turn heads. In

these beauty tips, what are some of
the best new ‘dos that you can deem
as an Instagram-worthy reveal?
With Thanksgiving coming up, it seems like the perfect time to
debut a new hairstyle to your friends and family for the
holiday season. But, your hair transformation doesn’t have to
be anything drastic. In fact, some of the most popular 2019
Fall hairstyles are subtle, yet effective. No need to drain
your bank account or take a big risk completely changing your
hair if you’re looking for a simple switch that’ll be just as
powerful as bleaching your entire head. Here are five of
Cupid’s favorite low-effort, Instagram-worthy hairstyles
that’ll be sure to turn heads:
1. Low-side ponytail: A quick and easy way to change your
hairstyle if you are usually a big fan of wearing your hair
down is to tie it back in a nice low side ponytail. A favorite
of celebrities like Kourtney Kardashian, this simple ponytail
can add a touch of difference to your look without much
effort. Tie up your hair right above the shoulder on the side
of your head, and add some slight wave for texture to change a
casual side-pony to a sophisticated style worthy of your
Instagram and any Fall get-together.
Related Link: Beauty Tip: Flawless Makeup Starts with Good
Skincare
2. Long shag: A shag is a great way to add a little flair of
retro to your appearance. With recent beauty trends taking a
page from decades past, it’s only natural that a ’70s shag
would be “in” sooner or later. Easy to achieve, tell your
stylist that you want some shattered layers with a long, thick
bang. This should get you that fun and casual shag for the
season.

3. Blunt lob: If you have thin hair and are forever wishing
for a fuller look, the blunt lob could be your saving grace.
Very popular this Fall, this hairstyle can be bold and classic
while also giving the illusion of a fuller mane. Some stylist
experts have even called this look the “statement cut of the
season.” Having a simple lob that grazes your collarbone can
do wonders for transforming your appearance without much
effort involved.
Related Link: Beauty Advice: Beauty Tricks That Will Save You
Money
4. Intense curls: It’s refreshing to see such a celebration of
natural hair within the beauty industry, recently. Whether
your hair is naturally curly or you want to to add some
voluminous curls to your hair, anyone can achieve this ’70s
disco trend that’s emerging for the Fall season. If you don’t
have naturally beautiful curls, using a small curling iron and
a teasing comb can give you that fun and timeless look.
Keeping it voluminous or pulling the hair back into a semiupdo are both looks out of the several this hairstyle is
capable of that can add that change you’ve been looking for
this Fall.
5. Statement headbands: Probably the easiest and yet most
effective hairstyle on this list, the headband had its time
this summer, but it doesn’t seem like it’s going anywhere for
the Fall. A cute way to switch up your Instagram feed as well
as your own personal style, buying some chunkier headbands in
fun, Fall patterns or colors can add that Boho spark to your
look. Simply slide it on your head, pull the front pieces of
your hair forward, and rock the ‘do. The best part is that you
can stock up on many headbands for cheap at your local retail
stores.
What are some of your favorite Instagram-worthy, Fall
hairstyles you’ve been eyeing this year? Let us know in the
comments down below!

Travel Destination: Vacation
in
Egypt
Like
Kourtney
Kardashian

B
y Bonnie Griffin
Think outside the box next time you plan your next vacation!
Egypt might not be the first travel destination on your mind,
but it has a lot to offer. One glance at the marvelous
Pyramids of Kourtney Kardashian’s recent vacation makes it
clear. Egypt is a majestic vacation destination. You can visit
historic Egypt or vacation in luxury along the Red Sea. The
options are all beautiful and you will be ready to go back for
more. Check out our travel advice!

Take your vacation to Egypt for
your next travel destination!
When you think of Egypt you likely go straight to the
Pyramids. Egypt has a lot more to offer. It has majestic
historic vacation sights, beautiful beaches, and exquisite
cuisine. Cupid has some travel tips for places to vacation in
Egypt:
1. Cairo: Cairo is the largest city in Egypt. It is close to
the famous pyramids found in Giza. It is at the center of
historic Egypt. If you want to visit Egypt’s popular historic
monuments and pyramids then Cairo is the place to stay so you
can visit all the nearby historical artifacts like the Sphinx
or pyramids, or travel up the Nile.
Related Link: Vacation Destinations: Forget Land & Say ‘Hello’
to Water
2. Alexandria: Want to see another side of historic Egypt? You
should take a trip to Alexandria. The city was founded by
Alexander the Great and served as the capital during two
different eras in Egypt: Macedonian and Roman-ruled Egypt. It
is the beautiful home to ancient monuments of both Greek and
Roman design.
Related Link: Travel Tips: Visit the Grand Canyon
3. The beach: Want to go on a memorable beach vacation? Then
look no further than Egypt’s the Red Sea. It houses luxury
beach resorts along the east coast and the Sinai Peninsula. It
is a great destination for scuba diving with its clear waters
and historic shipwrecks.
4. The Nile: If you visit Cairo you have to make a trip to The
Nile. The Nile is the longest river in the world and flows
from south to north, something that is very rare. You can

visit the
their way
few hours
riding in

Nile by land or water, with cruise ships that make
around the area over three to five days or spend a
enjoying the Nile from land after a couple of hours
a car.

What are some historical sites you’d like to visit in Egypt?
Let us know in the comments below.

Celebrity
News:
Kourtney
Kardashian & Scott Disick
Vacation
in
Costa
Rica
Without Sofia Richie

B
y Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news, everyone keeps asking, “Where’s
Sofia?” Celebrity exes Kourtney Kardashian and Scott Disick
were spotted on June 19 on a celebrity vacation without
Disick’s celebrity girlfriend, Sofia Richie, according to
UsMagazine.com. The celebrity exes hit the beach with their
three kids, 9-year old Mason, 6-year old Penelope, and 4-year
old Reign, as well as Kim Kardashian and her daughter, North
West, in Costa Rica. But don’t think the celebrity couple has
called it quits just because Richie didn’t go on the
vacation. Popsugar.com reported that while Disick and
Kardashian are no longer romantically involved, they are
committed to remaining a family and parenting their children.
Richie remained in the States, attending events in New York
and Los Angeles, including a gathering for Miranda Kerr’s Kora
Organics.

In celebrity news, the words on
everyone’s lips are, “Where’s

Sofia?” What are some ways to keep
your jealousy in check when your
partner interacts with his or her
ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
Despite the rumors that may be flaring up because Kourtney and
Scott took their kids on a vacation, Sofia seemed comfortable
enough to remain home so she could attend work events.
Sometimes we can’t help it if our partner has to interact with
their ex if they have children together. Cupid has advice on
how to keep your jealousy in check:
1. Remember, your partner is with YOU: Your partner and their
ex split up for a reason. Even if they are on friendly terms,
you have to realize they didn’t work for a reason. Your
partner would not be in a relationship with you if what you
have between you both isn’t working.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘RHOC’ Alum Alexis Bellino Takes
Next Step with Boyfriend Andy Bohns
2. They might not have a choice: This is especially true if
your partner has children with their ex. Would you want to
keep a parent away from their children? It’s healthier for
kids to have parents who don’t fight, so try not to let
jealousy get in the way of your partner’s relationship with
their kids. Your relationship may be in jeopardy if you try.
Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Porsha Williams Spotted on
Vacation Amid Dennis McKinley Cheating Rumors
3. Talk to your partner: If your jealousy and insecurities are
getting the better of you, it’s a good time to sit down and
talk to your partner. Talk to them about how you feel. Chances

are, they’ll understand, and they’ll help you put any worries
at ease.
What are some other ways to keep your jealousy in line if your
partner interacts with their ex? Let us know in the comments
below!

Celebrity
News:
Kaitlyn
Bristowe Slams Nick Viall’s
Reasons for Joining ‘The
Bachelorette’

B
y Megan McIntosh
Though they are no longer a celebrity couple, Kaitlyn Bristowe
is still has opinions about ex Nick Viall after their
celebrity break up. According to UsMagazine.com, though it was
all fun and games, Bristowe didn’t hesitate to diss her ex in
a word association game saying Viall’s name negatively in
association with “the right reasons.” Though it’s been years
since they’ve dated, it’s clear there’s still bad blood even
after all this time.

In celebrity news, these exes are
clearly not on good terms after
their break-up. What are some ways
to keep old hurts from your exes
from affecting your current life?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be hard to move on from an ex when you’ve broken up on
bad terms. It’s best not to let those old wounds reopen and

keep you from living your life. It’s not always easy to be
friends with your ex, like Kourtney Kardashian is with Scott
Disick, but it is possible to prevent that old relationship
from holding you back like Khloe Kardashian after her break up
with Tristan Thompson. Cupid has some tips:
1. Be comfortable moving on: Sometimes when you’re afraid of
being alone, you tend to hold on to toxic people. Holding on
to exes who are not good for you can lead to being resentful
and holding onto bitterness, like Bristowe with her ex Viall.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Demi Moore to Reflect on Ashton
Kutcher & Bruce Willis Marriages In Memoir
2. Let go of any possible future together: If you’re still
holding onto to the idea of you and your ex being together, it
stops you from building a life with someone else. It also
stops you from growing as a person because you may be stuck in
the past.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Khloe Kardashian & Tristan
Thompson Reunite at True’s 1st Birthday Party
3. Don’t talk about your ex: Don’t talk about your ex-partner.
Just don’t. Talking about them is a sign that you’re not over
them. If you talk about them, you’re thinking about them. If
you’re thinking about them, you’re not moving on. Stop talking
about them and you will stop thinking about them and you’ll
finally move on to better things.
What are some other ways to keep old hurts from a past
relationship from affecting your current life? Share your
thoughts below.

Celebrity
News:
Kourtney
Kardashian Spotted Out with
Luka Sabbat

B
y Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, Kourtney Kardashian has been spotted with
Luka Sabbat, 20-year-old Grow-ish star. The two single
celebrities were spotted on Friday, stepping out for dinner at
The Nice Guy in Los Angeles. The pair were seen having dinner
and drinks as they chatted for hours waiting for friends to
arrive. According to a source for EOnline, “They seemed to be
really bonding and having fun.” The pair also both attended
the grand opening of Tao Chicago nightclub the following
Saturday, with Sabbat attached to her side the entire night.
Kardashian met Sabbat through her younger sister Kendall
Jenner. A source says, “They are spending time together and

its casual for now, she’s having fun and not taking anything
too seriously.”

In
celebrity
news,
Kourtney
Kardashian may have a new love
interest. What are some ways to
keep things casual at the beginning
of a relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Does anyone really know how to keep things simple when love
could be on the line? Cupid has some tips on how to keep
things casual at the beginning of a relationship:
1. Be comfortable, but don’t get comfortable: A casual
relationship allows you to spend time with someone you are
attracted to and sincerely like being around. But aren’t ready
to share your secret stash of voodoo dolls with. You should be
able to have fun, keep things light. Don’t talk about anything
to deep. Just enjoys each other’s company.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Drew Barrymore & Justin Long Are
‘Spending Time Together’ 8 Years After Split
2. Keep your emotions on a leash: Emotions are a crazy thing.
It’s easy to believe at times that you’ve fallen in love with
this person. If this happens spend some time apart and see how
you feel afterward. If you find yourself getting jealous
either tell them or get out as soon as possible. Don’t be
ruled by your emotions in a casual relationship.
Related Link: Newly Single Celebrity Kendra Wikinson is
‘Excited’ to
Start Dating Post-Divorce from Hank Baskett
3. Be honest with yourself: Are you ok with casual? Are you ok

with seeing other people? Are you looking to be in a
relationship? Make sure you ask yourself these questions.
Because you don’t want to end up in a casual relationship when
you want something more. And yes, it could turn into more, but
what if doesn’t? Are you ok with that? Be sure that you know
what you want before jumping into a casual relationship.
What are some tips on how to keep things casual at the
beginning of a relationship? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity
News:
Kourtney
Kardashian Fights with Scott
Disick After He Introduces
Kids to Sofia Richie

B
y Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, according to People.com, things are looking
tense between celebrity exes Kourtney Kardashian and Scott
Disick. In a sneak peak at Sunday’s episode, the two exes sit
down to discuss the three children they share. The
conversation comes after Disick decided to introduce his 20year-old girlfriend Sofia Richie to their children. Disick and
Richie have been dating for almost a year now. Although the
relationship caught some unexpected glances at first, a source
confirmed that as long as it helps the father of three to
remain happy and healthy, he has the Kardashians’ blessing.

In
celebrity
Kardashian isn’t
ex Scott Disick
kids to his new
are some ways

news,
Kourtney
pleased that her
introduced their
girlfriend. What
to navigate new

relationships when you have kids?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s never easy dating, and it’s even harder when you have
children. Cupid has some ways you can navigate a new
relationship when kids are involved:
1. Be honest: Put all your cards on the table. Be true to
yourself and your significant other, as you are not forming
just a relationship, but creating a family. Be honest about
your expectations and what you are looking for.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Scott Disick & Sofia Richie
Enjoy Date Night As She Introduces Puppy No. 2
2. Communication is key: Talk and listen to your girlfriend or
boyfriend. Talk and listen to your children. Communication is
key to making any relationship work.
Related Link: Why Celebrity Exes Kourtney Kardashian & Scott
Disick Are Happier Than Ever
3. Dating with your kids: Plan a date, but include your child.
Let your significant other see you with your children. Let
them know who you are as a parent. Let them observe and
experience first-hand what life is like with a child.
What are some ways to navigate a new relationship when you
have kids? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity Getaway: Kourtney
Kardashian & Younes Bendjima
Vacation in Turks & Caicos

B
y Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, celebrity couple Kourtney Kardashian and
Younes Bendjima went on a fun couples vacation. The celebrity
getaway in Turks and Caicos consisted of a nice bike ride,
hanging out by the ocean, and taking in all the scenery the
beautiful celebrity destination has to offer, according to
UsMagazine.com. Kardashian posted photos of the couples’
romantic getaway on her Instagram Story and Snapchat on
Saturday for all to see.

Celebrity getaways don’t have to be
just for the famous. What are some
getaway ideas for you and your
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Going away with your significant other is important because
ideally, you want to have as much quality time and fun
together as possible. Cupid has some ideas on romantic places
to go that are celebrity couple-approved (besides Turks and
Caicos of course):
1. Paris, France: Celebrity couple Jennifer Lopez and Alex
Rodriguez went to France and enjoyed some of what the romantic
country has to offer. One of France’s best places to go is
Paris! There are many things to do, one being enjoying a nice
dinner by the Eiffel Tower. Click here for a list of romantic
places in Paris.
Related Link:

Celebrity Travel: Top 5 European Hotspots

2. Prague, Czech Republic: Former celebrity couple Brad Pitt
and Angelina Jolie have visited the romantic city. It’s one of
most romantic places in the world after all! The city can make
you fall in love all over again. Enjoy a candlelit dinner, go
check out the castles, gardens, and monuments too. There is
tons to do. Click here for a list of the most romantic places
to go to in Prague.
Related Link: Top 5 Celebrity-Approved Couple Vacation Spots
3. Santorini, Greece: Shakira and her husband Gerard Piqué
have been spotted here. Hanging out with your significant
other, taking in the view of the stunning Aegean Sea is
definitely one of the most romantic things you can ever do.

Taking a couples vacation here is sure to take your breath
away. The scenery is to die for. Click here for a little
guide.
Which vacation spot are you eager to go to? Share below!

Celebrity Baby News: Khloe
Kardashian Celebrates Tristan
Thompson’s Birthday After
Lavish Baby Shower

B
y Jessica Gomez

In celebrity news, Khloe Kardashian and Tristan Thompson had a
fun, busy Saturday. According to EOnline.com, the celebrity
couple celebrated both a baby shower and Thompson’s birthday.
The baby shower took place at the Bel Air Hotel’s Garden
Ballroom, joined by friends and family. In the evening, the
couple celebrated Thompson’s 27th birthday with a private
dinner party hosted by Rémy Martin at the Beauty & Essex
restaurant in Hollywood. A source confirmed that the parentsto-be of a new celebrity baby girl were joined by Kendall and
Kylie Jenner, Kylie’s best friend Jordyn Woods, Kourtney
Kardashian and her boyfriend Younes Bendjima, mom Kris Jenner
and her boyfriend Corey Gamble, Tristan’s teammates LeBron
James (who showed up with his wife Savannah) and Kevin Love
and Jordan Clarkson, singer Justine Skye, family friends Kyle
Richards and husband Mauricio Umansky, and Thompson’s mom
Andrea Thompson. What a celebration!

In celebrity baby news, Khloe
enjoyed a baby shower while also
celebrating her partner’s birthday.
What are some ways to balance
celebrations in your family?
Cupid’s Advice:
Celebrating two events in a day can create some very busy
energy, but that doesn’t make it any less fun! Cupid has some
ideas on ways to maintain the balance between both family
celebrations:
1. Plan ahead and thoroughly: One event takes time to plan, so
imagine two. You don’t want to stress yourself out. Ask for
help planning if needed. There are many things to consider
when planning, so make an agenda and get started when

possible. When planning both events side by side, you are more
likely to keep them balanced as well.
Related Link: Rachel McAdams Is Pregnant With Her First Child
2. Make the events equal in size: Of course this depends on
what type of events you are coordinating, but if you want to
create two balanced ones on the same day, without one event
outshining the other, it could be a good idea to make them the
same size. When thinking of size, you should consider guest
lists, themes, decorations, amount of food, etc. Again, this
depends on the type of events.
Related Link: Meghan Markle Gets Baptized at Chapel Royal at
St. James Place Prior to Celebrity Wedding
3. Schedule properly: Time management is important. One event
should be during the day and the other in the evening,
ideally. Plan accordingly by scheduling the events at specific
times for specific time periods, with enough room to change
clothes if necessary and traveling. There should be a
reasonable gap in between, so in order to consider this
properly, the events should be on a somewhat tight schedule
for the best, stress free results.
What double celebrations have you partaken in? Share below!

Celebrity Baby News: Khloe
Kardashian Is Having a Girl

B
y Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, Khloe Kardashian is going to be bringing a
celebrity baby girl into the world! According to EOnline.com,
Kardashian found out during Sunday’s season finale of Keeping
Up With The Kardashians. Kylie Jenner delivered the results
from her sister’s doctor over the phone while the mother-to-be
was in San Francisco with Kim and Kourtney Kardashian. The
Kardashians just keep adding girls to the fam!

In this celebrity baby news, we
find out that Khloe is having a
girl! What are some ways to prepare
for a girl versus a boy?
Cupid’s Advice:
Having a baby is so exciting! Cupid has a few tips on things
to consider when having a baby girl:
1. What color do you want to use?: Do you want to go with pink
or go neutral with white or yellow? Consider colors for your

baby’s clothes and for the nursery.
Most people like to take the
consideration when it comes to these
is fine. Just as long as your bundle

Even for the baby shower.
sex of the baby into
decisions. But either way
of joy is a happy one.

Related Link: Rachel McAdams Is Pregnant With Her First Child
2. Read up on development process for girls: Boys and girls
develop differently. Girls tend to develop faster than boys
do. For example, girls tend to talk earlier and are ready for
potty training earlier. So, do your research and learn what
you can about your little overachiever!
Related Link:

Jordin Sparks Celebrates Baby Shower

3. Let relief overcome you: Girls tend to be easier to deliver
than boys! So that’s good news. Female newborns tend to be a
bit smaller and the labor time tends to be shorter. Woot woot,
less pain!
What are something you mothers out there had to consider when
having a girl? Share below!

Why Celebrity Exes Kourtney
Kardashian & Scott Disick Are
Happier Than Ever

B
y Carly Horowitz
After continuous break-up drama, EOnline.com reveals that
celebrity exes Kourtney Kardashian and Scott Disick are very
happy with their new normal. Kardashian and Disick have
figured out how to successfully co-parent their three children
while still very much enjoying their personal lives. Both
celebrity exes have seemingly moved on relationship-wisem as
Kardashian dates Younes Bendjima and Disick has his arm around
Sofia Richie. Kardashian and Disick schedule time to spend
both as an entire family together, and individually with their
children. In latest celebrity news, Disick is still part of
the Kardashian family, as he also spends time with Khloe
Kardashian and Kris Jenner.

These celebrity exes are proving
they can be successful at coparenting. What are some tips for
successful co-parenting?
Cupid’s Advice:

It is important to maintain a happy and healthy relationship
with your ex as you co-parent your children. It may be hard at
first to put your personal feelings aside, so Cupid has some
advice:
1. Practice empathy: Try to put yourself in both the shoes of
your children and of your ex-partner. It is beneficial to try
and understand how they feel in order to act accordingly and
make the best of the situation at hand.
Related Link: Parenting Tips: Co-Parenting During the Holidays
2. Put your children’s well-being first: Even if for some
reason you are in an argument with your ex, keep in mind that
your children don’t want their family outing rescheduled
because their parents can’t get along. Take a deep breath, and
make sure you don’t brush off your children’s feelings.
Related Link: Parenting tips: 5 Tips for Co-Parenting
3. Make a clear schedule: Take time to organize the
availability you have for family time — just time with your
kids, and personal time. It’s all about balance!
How do you successfully co-parent your children? Comment
below!

Celebrity
Getaway:
Scott
Disick & Sofia Richie Enjoy
PDA on Mexican Vacation

B
y Jessica Gomez
Kourtney Kardashian‘s ex Scott Disick and girlfriend Sofia
Richie were all lovey dovey during their celebrity vacation in
Mexico, according to EOnline.com. The celebrity couple posted
photos on Instagram. Both were having fun and a ton of PDA was
going on. According to a source, the couple is very happy,
always have fun, and were making out and all over one another
often during the vacay.

This celebrity getaway is getting
steamy. What are some things to
consider when it comes to public
displays of affection?
Cupid’s Advice:

PDA is a controversial topic. Some people are fine with it,
and some people are hardcore against it. There are different
levels of PDA, from holding hands to make out sessions and
butt grabbing — so different levels call for different
measures. Cupid has some tips on things you should consider
when it comes to public displays of affection:
1. Are there kids around?: This matters depending on the level
of PDA of course. Are you just kissing one another innocently
or is it to the point of someone telling you to get a room?
Children are innocent and you wouldn’t want to influence them
in a particular way, especially if they aren’t your kids.
Related Link: Prince Harry & Meghan Markle Plan Vacation Ahead
of Wedding
2. Are you making others uncomfortable?: Generally, we are
told to not care about what others think. However, it can be
annoying when a group of friends are hanging out, and there’s
that couple all over each other the whole time. Do as you
please, but try to keep in mind whether or not you’re
overdoing it. Everything in moderation.
Related Link: Macaulay Culkin Steps Out with Brenda Song in
Paris
3. The place: PDA stands for public displays of attention (as
we all know), but certain public places may be more acceptable
than others. For example: work, school, a funeral home,
children’s playgrounds, and hospitals are obvious places where
most people would agree couples should stray away from intense
PDA. So just keep your eyes open and be aware of you
surroundings, and of course pay attention to the level of PDA.
What do you think about PDA? Comment below!

Celebrity Maternity Style:
Get
Inspired
by
These
Celebrity Baby Nurseries

B
y Rachel Sparks
Famous parents have created the best nurseries for their
celebrity babies that even we envy! Going all out for their
children has offered a lot of inspiration for how to make your
own nurseries glamorous and whimsical. Kim Kardashian, the
queen of luxury, decorated North West’s nursery with a
sheepskin rug and oversized stuffed animals in a glam-safari
style. Ciara created the perfect angelic room for her son in
soft, plush whites and firs. We’ve been inspired by these

celebrity nurseries and have parenting advice for your babies!

Read Cupid’s parenting advice to
get ideas for your baby’s nursery!
Cupid’s Advice:
While your baby may not remember their nursery, you certainly
will. There’s something about investing right from the
beginning of your child’s life that makes you feel like the
parent who can conquer anything. Here are some of the latest
nursery trends based on what we’ve seen celebrity parents
doing:
1. Art gallery: Coco Rocha sets the standard for chic. For her
daughter’s nursery, she has a wall dedicated to artwork. Pop
art pillows and name brand rocking chairs, Coco Rocha has
created the perfect high-fashion designer nursery for her
daughter. While you may not hire interior designers for your
own nursery, you can take inspiration to recreate your own art
gallery for your child!
Related Link: Product Review: A Lounger Fit For a Celebrity
Baby
2. Monochromatic palettes: Pastels have been all the rage the
past couple of years, but we’re talking using bold colors to
create your child’s perfect getaway. Use Penelope Disick’s
nursery as inspiration! Kourtney Kardashian used coral pink
everywhere: on the walls, in the fluffy-clouded-wallpaper on
the ceiling, all the way to the accents in the room. Juxtapose
with pops of turquoise for flashes of cheery delight.
3. Patriotism: Parenting is hard. You have to evaluate
beliefs and see if they are something you want to pass
your children. Take Jaime Ford’s idea and put up flags
your country (or your family’s cultural heritage).

your
onto
from
Find

cultural inspiration for your artwork and stray from the norm
of animal-inspired artwork to give your baby something with
deeper meaning.
Related Link: Soften Up a Room with Lorena Canals New Rug
Collection
4. Pops of color: Kendra Wilkinson-Baskett has created a
modern nursery with bold flashes of color. Keep the rest of
the decor simplistic and use sunny yellows, fiery reds, or
dark-sea blues to go for a dramatic style.
5. Whimsy: The most important details you can add to your
nursery are the ones that add magic to your child’s life.
Oversized stuffed animals, child-sized teepees, and plush
carpeting create many sources of entertainment for your child!
What are you ideas for your dream nursery? Share your
ideas below!

Celebrity Couple News: Scott
Disick is Telling Friends
He’s ‘in Love’ with Sofia
Richie

B
y Rachel Sparks
According to a source, 34-year-old Scott Disick said that he
is “in love” with 19-year-old girlfriend Sofia Richie.
According to UsMagazine, the couple have shared their intimate
moments around the world where it’s easier to remain private.
Richie’s friend Chloe Bartoli, an old fling of Disick’s, has
stopped talking to Richie, but it’s no loss. Richie’s father
Lionel Richie claims his daughter is just as infatuated with
with Disick. Despite the three children Disick has with
Kourtney Kardashian, the celebrity couple are receiving
support from the Kardashian clan.

This celebrity couple must be
getting more serious if Scott
Disick is using the “L” word. What
are some ways to know when to tell
your partner you love them?
Cupid’s Advice:

Dropping the “L” word for the first time is nerve-wracking,
but it’s exceptionally exciting. It takes the relationship to
a new stage and shows the commitment both people have for each
other. There’s a sense of security and a renewed sense of
infatuation for each other. But how do you know it’s the right
time to take your relationship to the next level? Read Cupid’s
relationship advice below:
1. You know you’re capable: Loving another person is a
delicate and healthy balance of self-awareness and
selflessness. You have to know what you need in a relationship
just as much as you need to know what your partner needs. Are
you willing to make the sacrifices your partner may ask of
you? When you feel confident that you can provide selflessly
for another person and are aware of your own needs and how to
ask for them in a healthy and respectful manner, then you know
that you are ready to say the all-powerful phrase.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Sofia Richie Kisses Scott
Disick on Private Plane
2. You’re confident the relationship is ready: At some point,
the two of you have talked about the future you see for
yourselves, both independently and together. You never want to
drop the “L” word too soon, but you don’t want to wait too
long. If you’re worried about scaring your significant other
away, then hold off on saying anything. Respecting your
partner’s need to become confident in their decision and the
time it takes to reach that is a sign of a loving and
supportive relationship.
Related Link: Dating Advice: When to Say “I Love You”
3. You’re committed through the tough times: You know every
relationship is going to hit a tough time, so are you ready to
stick it out through that? If you are, saying “I love you” is
a sign of that commitment you’re making to each other. Those
times will be hard, and you may not feel like you love that

person during those struggles, but “love” is a word of
commitment, security, and trust.. Are you ready to make that
promise to each other?
How do you look past those nervous butterflies in your stomach
to know it’s the right time to say “I love you?” Share your
advice below!

Celebrity News: Scott Disick
is Upset Kourtney Kardashian
Didn’t Invite Him to Khloe’s
Surprise Party

B

y Karley Kemble
Uh oh, it looks like celebrity exes Scott Disick and Kourtney
Kardashian are making celebrity news yet again. According to
EOnline.com, Disick was very upset he was not invited to her
sister, Khloe Kardashian’s surprise birthday party. In a
preview for next week’s Keeping Up With the Kardashians
episode, a disgruntled Disick confronts his ex, saying, “I
would have wanted to be there for her” because he still
considers himself part of the family. When asked for
explanation, Kardashian explained that she was worried about
the photos and press attention – but later reveals that she
simply did not want her celebrity ex to be there. The preview
ends with Disick calling his celebrity ex “really fake” for
not being honest with him. Yikes!

This celebrity news shows that
these exes aren’t necessarily civil
all of the time. What are some
parameters you can put on your
relationship with your ex if you
have children together?
Cupid’s Advice:
Breakups can be messy. Breakups with kids can be really messy.
While Kardashian and Disick try and remain civil for the sake
of their three children, it’s clear they face their fair share
of problems. If you’re having trouble with an ex, Cupid has
some tips that you can implement into your life:
1. Kick the emotions to the curb: You must keep your
frustrations and all negative feelings about your ex between
the two of you. It’s easy to jump to conclusions and expect

the worst from your ex if you ended on bad terms and continue
to have drama. Your child (or children) are the most important
commitment you two share, so when they’re around, get along as
best as you possibly can.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Scott Disick Threatens Kourtney
Kardashian for Dating Again
2. Have a clear-cut plan: Early on into your separation or
divorce, it is pivotal to have a clear and defined custody
agreement. Between the two of you, decide on a visitation
schedule and figure out how you will celebrate holidays and
their birthdays. It won’t be easy by any means, but it will
really help you diffuse potential conflicts from arising.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kourtney Kardashian &
Younes Bendjima Getting ‘Very Serious’ and Enjoy Date Night in
L.A.
3. Leave the new boyfriend/girlfriend out: Introducing a new
person into your child’s life can be complicated. It is best
to leave the parenting to the parents until the relationship
becomes very serious. That way, you and your ex can learn how
to co-parent maturely and avoid playing the blame game with
each other.
How have you set up parameters with an ex you’ve had kids
with? Comment below!

Celebrity
Couple
News:
Kourtney Kardashian & Younes

Bendjima
Getting
‘Very
Serious’ and Enjoy Date Night
in L.A.

B
y Karley Kemble
Celebrity couple Kourtney Kardashian and Younes Bendjima are
having the time of their lives! In the latest celebrity news,
Kardashian celebrated the launch of her first-ever solo
collaboration with clothing company PrettyLittleThing and
Bendjima was by her side the whole night! EOnline.com reports
the celebrity relationship is getting “very serious” –
Bendijma has even been welcomed to the annual Kardashian
Christmas party. We can’t wait to see where this celebrity
couple goes together next!

This celebrity couple is said to be
getting very serious. How do you
know when you’re ready to get
serious about a relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
As time goes on with any relationship, things are bound to
become more serious. Here are some ways to tell if your
relationship is getting at that level:
1. You care less about your appearance: Remember the early
days of your relationship when you’d make sure you looked
totally put-together before going to hang out with them? Maybe
these days you find yourself putting in a little less effort
‘cause you know they like you for who you are.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Scott Disick Threatens Kourtney
Kardashian for Dating Again
2. You share more: This is literal and verbal. Maybe you are
super open with vulnerable topics. Maybe you two share a
Netflix account or have a stash of hoodies you “accidentally”
never gave back. Whatever the case, if you’re sharing – that’s
a telling sign!
Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Kourtney Kardashian & Younes
Benjima Vacation in Egypt
3. You wait to do things with them: Sure, you could easily
watch the latest episode of Grey’s Anatomy without them, but
you’d rather wait that extra day when you hang out together.
Planning your schedule around your partner and looking for
small opportunities to spend time with them is pretty serious!
How can you tell when a relationship is becoming serious? Let

us know below!

Celebrity News: Scott Disick
Threatens Kourtney Kardashian
for Dating Again

B
y Karley Kemble
As we all know, celebrity relationships are prone to lots and
lots of drama. If you’ve been following the Kardashians for a
while, it’s no secret that oldest sis Kourtney Kardashian and
her ex Scott Disick seem to always have problems surrounding
their former celebrity relationship. In the latest celebrity
news

from

EOnline.com,

Kardashian

reveals

Disick

has

threatened that she “better watch her back” in next week’s
Keeping Up With the Kardashians episode. While Kardashian has
been dating model Younes Bendjima since last year, it’s clear
that Disick still has complicated feelings for his ex.
Hopefully they’re able to sort things out for good, and soon!

This celebrity news shows some
drama that can happen post-breakup
in a relationship. What are some
ways to keep your ex from affecting
your new relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Kourtney and Scott certainly have a complicated past, which
seems to always get in the way and prevent the two from moving
on. Cupid has some relationship advice to help you focus on
the present:
1. Block him on social media: Your business is his no more. He
doesn’t need to see what you’ve been up to! Blocking him will
prevent you from seeing his posts, and also will make it
easier to forget about him. Out of sight, out of mind, right?
Related Link: Celebrity News: Scott Disick
Kardashian Are Not on Speaking Terms

&

Kourtney

2. Delete those pictures: Sure, there’s nothing wrong with
remembering the good times from your relationship. You can
still remember those good times without pictures plastered all
over your Instagram or Facebook. Stripping your social media
is a freeing experience, and you can make room for tons of
pics of your new guy.
Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Kourtney Kardashian & Younes

Benjima Vacation in Egypt
3. Remain headstrong: Above all, remember that your current
relationship is a completely new chapter. While you may have
been burned before, don’t let the drama from the last ex ruin
something good that could come from this new relationship!
Have any other post-breakup tips to share? Comment below!

Celebrity Vacation: Kourtney
Kardashian & Younes Benjima
Vacation in Egypt

B
y Marissa Donovan

Kourtney Kardashian went on another vacation with her
boyfriend Younes Benjima. According to UsMagazine.com, the
couple traveled to Cairo, Egypt and enjoyed riding camels and
basking in the sun. The celebrity couple have previously been
seen together in Cannes in May. Who knows where the couple
will travel to next!

This celebrity vacation is one for
the books! What are some unique
places to vacation with your
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
There are many options when it comes to traveling with your
partner. For a unique experience, try visiting these
locations:
1. Sardinia, Italy: People often visit Florence, Verona, and
other popular cities in Italy, but try visiting this island
for beautiful landscapes and hiking adventures. You might even
enjoy some chocolate on your visit.
Related Link: Vacation Destinations: Unknown Italy 2017
2. Turks & Caicos: If you and your partner are in need of a
tropical getaway, then Turks & Caicos is worth your vacation
days for work. Book a visit to a spa while you are there!
Related Link: Celebrity Vacation Spot: Everything You Need to
Know About Beaches Turks & Caicos
3. Burlington, Vermont: If staying in the U.S. is your goal,
then the amazing mountain views and New England landscapes are
for you. You will have so much fun shopping and listening to
live music in the area.

Where do you plan to go on your next vacation? Let us know in
the comments!

These
Celebrity-Approved
Denim Shorts Are the CuttingEdge Fashion Trend for Summer

B
y Marissa Donovan
Need to spice up your wardrobe and try something new for your
summer look? Many celebrities are inspiring us to
wear Bermuda-style denim shorts. This many be a fashion trend
your friends have been posting on Instagram as of late. In
fact, these shorts are great for making your summer outfits a

little edgy! This style can range from cuffed with minimal
fading to distressed denim with large holes. The summer heat
is here, and instead of wearing jeans, try these shorts with
your everyday looks!

Fashion trends like this one are
super easy to incorporate with the
clothes you already own. Check out
our examples of how to rock these
shorts this summer!
1. The Kardashian Distressed Look: This trend setting family
has been adding these shorts with many of their outfits. Khloe
Kardashian even designed her own for her Good American fashion
line! Kourtney and Kim have also been spotted wearing these
shorts with heals and a light colored top. This will match the
fading or thread of the denim. This is a dressy, yet casual
look that’s perfect for a date night!

Photo:
espressxo
Instagram

/

Related Link: Kim Kardashian’s Daytime Date Looks

2. The Duff Cuffed Look: On a few occasions Hilary Duff has
been seen wearing these shorts. She prefers her shorts to be
cuffed with small holes in the pant leg. This style will make
your whole outfit look clean cut and adorable! These shorts go
great with a comfortable hoodie or chic tank top. Small heel
wedges or jeweled sandals will matched this relaxed style.
It’s a great look for a quick coffee run or a shopping day!

Photo:
meganbrooke_shopstevie/
Instagram
Related Link: Celebrity Looks: 3 Easy Ways To Dress Like a
Celebrity
3. The Faded Denim Hadid Look: Supermodel Gigi Hadid has been
wearing these extra faded denim shorts effortlessly! Hadid
wore a flannel with heels to make the look bold and fearless.
If you don’t feel comfortable in heels, try black boots or
wedges to make the fading of the jean more prominent. Flannels
or just a basic top will really bring the outfit together. Try
this look out for a fun summer concert and see how many
compliments you get!

Photo: poe_and_arrows/
Instagram
You can find these style shorts in many departments stores or
online. If you’re on a tight budget, go to Youtube and search
for a DIY tutorial video on how to update your old jeans into
trendy summer shorts!
How would you wear this celebrity fashion trend? Leave your
ideas in the comments!

Celebrity News: Scott Disick
& Kourtney Kardashian Are Not
on Speaking Terms

B
y Melissa Lee
In celebrity news, it has been revealed that Kourtney
Kardashian and Scott Disick are no longer speaking to one
another. EOnline.com reports that this is a result of Disick’s
recent trip to Cannes, where he hooked up with numerous new
girls. Kardashian is still allowing her celebrity ex to see
the three kids they have together, 7-year-old Mason, 4 yearold Penelope, and 2-year-old Reign, but there’s no doubt that
their relationship is strained. Best of luck to these coparents!

This celebrity news has drama
written all over it. What are some
ways to keep drama out of your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Kourtney and Scott might have been one of the most dramatic
couples Hollywood has ever seen. Here are some tips to keep

the drama to a minimum:
1. Keep it private: Constantly posting about your relationship
— whether it be the good, the bad, or the ugly — could open
the opportunity for other people to get involved. By keeping
the social media to a minimum, drama definitely won’t be a
huge problem, as your relationship will remain between you and
your partner.
Related Link: Date Idea: Laugh Out Loud Fun
2. Communicate: Conflicts or arguments tend to get even worse
when there’s poor communication. If there’s something
bothering you, be straight forward! Calmly explain to your
partner that there is an issue that you’d like to work on,
together. This opens the opportunity to have clear
communication and a productive conversation to fix the
problem. No drama here!
Related Link: Relationship Advice: 5 Communication Keys Every
Relationship Needs
3. Choose to let it go: There are just some arguments that
aren’t even worth having (like that one about who’s turn it is
to empty the dishwasher?). Recognize that while conflict can
be healthy at times — when it’s productive — there doesn’t
always have to be a fight. Sometimes, you can just validate
your partner’s feelings, apologize, and move forward.
What are some ways you keep drama out of your relationship?
Share your tips below.

New
Celebrity
Couple?
Kourtney Kardashian Cuddles
with
Younes
Bendjima
in
France

B
y Noelle Downey
Is there a new celebrity couple on the horizon? According to
UsMagazine.com, Kourtney Kardashian was recently spotted
getting cozy with hot model Younes Bendjima on what appeared
to be a romantic getaway at Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc in Antibes,
France. Bendjima wrapped his arms around Kardashian from
behind in a sweet embrace on the terrace of the hotel in an
adorable photo snapped by press. However, although there are
rumors that the pair have been spending time together since
December, a source claims that Bendjima and Kardashian are

keeping it casual. “Kourtney and Younes are not serious,” the
source explained, “they are hooking up.” Whatever the label on
their celebrity relationship, however, it’s been enough to
stir up some trouble when it comes to Kardashian’s celebrity
ex, Scott Disick. When photos of Kardashian and Bendjima
surfaced, a source claims Disick felt some real pain. “Scott
is jealous of Kourtney’s relationship,” the source affirmed.
Before this sweet cuddle in France, Kardashian and Bendjima
were most recently spotted enjoying their Hollywood
relationship in LA in early May.

This celebrity couple says they
aren’t defining their relationship.
What are some reasons to wait on
labeling your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
If you’re unsure whether or not you should put a label on your
relationship, here are the top three ways to know it may not
be time to take that big step:
1. When you’re not looking for a commitment: If you’re more
interested in a fun fling than a long term relationship,
consider holding off on defining your relationship. Once
labels are involved, talks of exclusivity and boundaries in
your relationship are inevitable. If you’re looking to keep
your flirtation fun but free, then don’t burden either you or
the person you’re dating with a label the neither of you want.
Keep things casual and tell your friends or any nosy family
members that for right now, you two are just hanging out and
enjoying each other’s company, with no pressure on either side
to make it something more.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kourtney Kardashian is

Hooking Up with Sexy Model Younes Bendjima
2. When you want different things: If you ever feel as though
your partner is pressuring you into a label that you’re not
ready for, step back and call a time out on any further talks
about your relationship’s identity. Don’t allow yourself to be
pressured into making a choice you’re not ready to make, and
if your partner is absolutely adamant that you need a label in
order to continue your relationship, than it might be time to
say goodbye before either one of you gets hurt. You should
never have to apologize for not wanting to be in a
relationship with someone, so if you’re not ready, you’re just
not ready. Don’t force it.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Scott Disick Reveals He Once
Proposed to Kourtney Kardashian
3. When you don’t have time: There’s no doubt about it,
relationships take a lot of work and effort. If you just don’t
know how you’d fit in the demands of a relationship into the
stress and business of your daily life, then it may not be a
good idea to try for anything beyond a casual fling. To be in
a healthy relationship, both partners need to be giving of
themselves equally, and if you’re not in a position where you
can make room in your life for the needs and desires of
another person, then hold off on the labels until you’re in
the right time of your life for that big step.
Have you ever had a relationship without labels? How did it
go? Let us know in the comments!

Celebrity
News:
Kourtney
Kardashian & Justin Bieber
Hang at Club After Fling

B
y Mallory McDonald
Kourtney Kardashian and Justin Bieber are once again the
latest celebrity news. UsMagazine.com found out that the two
were hanging out again at a club. A source shared, “Bieber was
with a group of friends — including former One
Directioner Liam Payne — at the live music venue for about two
hours. The Keeping Up With the Kardashians star arrived second
and stayed for only about 15 minutes.” However, that was not
the end of the pair’s night, as they later met up at around 2
a.m. “They were just there as friends, with friends and it was
not romantic,” the source tells Us.” “Every time Kourtney and
Justin are together they’re extremely flirtatious. They text

each other all the time.” It seems like these two may not be
headed for a celebrity relationship, but they can’t seem to
stay away either!

In celebrity news, it looks like
these two have no hard feelings
after their fling. What are some
ways to recover quickly after a
fling gone bad?
Cupid’s Advice:
Flings are meant to be just that, a fling. Here is how you can
recover when a fling has gone wrong:
1. Remember it was a fling: The point of a fling is for it to
be short term and something that eventually ends. So when it
goes wrong try and remember it was never meant to work.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kourtney Kardashian is
Hooking Up with Sexy Model Younes Bendjima
2. Part ways: Trying to remain friends with a fling that
didn’t work can prove to be tricky, try to make a clean break
when it ends.
Related Link: Find Out What’s Going On with Former Celebrity
Couple Kourtney Kardashian & Scott Disick
3. Stay amicable: While you don’t want to remain friends with
your failed fling, there shouldn’t be an animosity towards
each other and staying on amicable terms would be best for
everyone.
What did you do when your fling went wrong? Comment below!

Celebrity
Couple
News:
Kourtney
Kardashian
is
Hooking Up with Sexy Model
Younes Bendjima

B
y Mallory McDonald
In recent celebrity couple news, Kourtney Kardashian may be on
the verge of a new fling. According to UsMagazine.com,
Kourtney has been seeing model Younes Bendjima for a little
while now. The pair were most recently spotted on Friday,
December 16, outside the SLS hotel in Beverly Hills. “Kourtney
contacted him on Friday afternoon and asked him if he wanted

to meet up,” an insider told Us. Despite Kourtney’s celebrity
ex Scott Disick trying to mend their relationship, she is
enjoying having a little fun with Bendjima. While many in her
inner circle felt like Kourtney and Scott would eventually end
up together, it seems she is enjoying a new young flame!

These two may not be a celebrity
couple yet, but things are heating
up between them! What are some ways
to know you’re ready for the label
that
comes
along
with
a
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Just because you start seeing someone new, doesn’t mean the
new relationship is ready for a label. Use this relationship
advice to help make that decision:
1. Exclusive: When you start seeing someone new and you both
decide it is time to start seeing other people, this can be a
good indicator that the relationship is ready for a label.
Related Link: Find Out What’s Going On with Former Celebrity
Couple Kourtney Kardashian & Scott Disick
2. Gone public: Once you and your partner have decided to take
the relationship public, it may also be time to put a label on
the relationship so that there is no confusion.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Scott Disick Admits to Making
‘Decisions That Weren’t Great’ About Kourtney Kardashian
3. Fully involved: When you first start seeing someone, you
don’t always involve them in all the aspects of your life.
Once that person has become involved completely in your daily

life a label should come easy.
When did you decide to finally label your relationship?

Celebrity Wedding: Blac Chyna
&
Rob
Kardashian
Set
a
Wedding Date

B
y Mallory McDonald
A celebrity wedding is on the way for celebrity couple Blac
Chyna and Rob Kardashian! Chyna’s business attorney Walter
Mosley has confirmed the date to UsMagazine.com! “They’re
getting married! [And] there’s a date,” Mosley told Us, though

he added that he was “not at liberty” to disclose the exact
wedding date. A source added, “They are planning on getting
married next summer but haven’t planned anything else. They
want to work it out with E! for another season of the show
first.” Currently, Chyna and Rob are in a legal battle with
Kourtney, Kim and Khloe over Chyna and Rob’s celebrity babies
last name being Kardashian.
Kardashians stated that the
sisters’ brands would “suffer irreparable injury to their
reputation and goodwill if the opposed mark is allowed to
register.” However, they are hoping to keep a strong
relationship with Chyna as they do love her, but they also
have to protect the interest of their brand.

This celebrity wedding is finally
on the books! What are some ways to
determine the best time for you to
tie the knot?
Cupid’s Advice:
Making the decision to tie the knot is one of the biggest
steps in a relationship. With these tips you can feel
confident that you and your partner made the right decision:
1. Clear communication: The key to every good relationship is
communication. When both you and your partner feel that you
can communicate with one another openly and honestly marriage
may be the perfect step.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kris Jenner Describes
“Beautiful” Birth of Rob Kardashian & Blac Chyna’s Daughter
2. Mutual decision:
that both you and
decision. When both
you will know it is

It is crucial when deciding to get married
your partner feel that it is the right
of you clearly want to make that step then
time.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Rob Kardashian Vows to ‘Snap
Back’ Into Shape with Blac Chyna After Birth of Baby
3. Strong bond: It may sound cliche but you want to make sure
that you and your partner have a strong bond and connection
that can withhold anything. Before entering marriage make sure
you know this person will stand by your side no matter what.
When did you know it was time to tie the knot? Comment below!

Find Out What’s Going On with
Former
Celebrity
Couple
Kourtney Kardashian & Scott
Disick

B
y Kayla Garritano
They’re trying to figure it out. Kourtney Kardashian and Scott
Disick were spotted spending some quality time with their
three kids in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico last week. However,
according to UsMagazine.com, these celebrity exes got close
while showing off some skin, but as for now, they are not back
together. One source says there’s “no way these two are
getting back together,” while another source says Disick
remains hopeful for a potential relationship. “Scott has
always hoped he could win Kourtney back, and he did set up
this trip,” the second insider explains. “Of course he hopes
one day she will see the light and come back to him. That’s
why he went to rehab. He has tried everything, but it’s
Kourtney who won’t go there. I still think it could happen one
day, but so far Kourtney has not been willing to go back
there.”

This celebrity couple has been
through a lot of ups and downs.

What are some things to consider
before getting back together with
your ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
The decision about whether to get back together with ex can be
tough. There are a lot of things to consider. Cupid has some
dating advice:
1. Is it worth it?: If you get back together, are you going to
be happy? Was it worth the constant fighting and stress? Make
sure you are getting into the relationship for the right
reasons. If you do have children, it’s understandable that
you’d want to get back together for them, but make sure it’s
also what you want.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out Why Sharon Osbourne
Took Ozzy Back
2. What was your last fight about?: Think about the last fight
you had. Was that the reason you broke-up? Did it end
poorly? If you still hold grudges from that last fight, it may
not be worth getting back together, because it could be
brought back to surface quite easily.
Related Link: Should You Give Your Ex Another Chance?
3. Have the past problems been solved?: There was a reason
your relationship didn’t work out, and usually it’s because a
lot of problems added up. Make sure if you do decide to get
back together with your ex, these past problems are resolved.
Let’s also hope that means they’ve changed for the better!
What did you consider before getting back together with your
ex? Comment below!

